
CORRECT VERSION                        Date: …29/01/2016
UNIT 3 - English Test 

PART 1 - Listen and take notes!        / 10 points
• We're back now with a sensational murder case featured in a new documentary which has become 

something of a national obsession. So many people bingeing on the 10 part series Making a Murderer, 
many viewers come away feeling a miscarriage of justice may have taken place in Wisconsin. As NBC 
Stephanie reports there are now calls for the president himself to get involved. The Netflix documentary 
Making a Murderer begins with a happy ending to a tragic story about a miscarriage of jusicet. Steven 
Avery wrongfully imprisonned 18 yars for sex assault and attempted murder was exonerated by DNA 
evidence in 2003 but Avery story was far from over.

• Moira Scriptwriter "It was all that a story teller would want:a compelling character, complex characters, 
high stakes, incredible conflicts."

• Lawyer : Are you kidding me? 
• The disappearance of Theresa Halbach remains a mystery . Mister Avery's blood was found inside of 

Theresa Halbach's vehicle, 
• Journalist: "Steve everybody 's listening! What do you wanna say today? 
• Steven: "I'm innocent!"
• "A convicted teen neighbour will spend the rest of his life in prison!"
• "We found a key. That key was scrubbed in his DNA!"
• "This is really strange!"
• "What's going on here?"
• "Halbach's last stop Monday was in Steven Avery's home."
• "If he did this, then it was good he was in prison all that time!"
• "Evrything Ive heard him say hasn't been the truth!"
• "It was extraordinarily disturbing! "
• Steven's dad: "We went through this 20 years ago, and we're going through it now again"
• Steven's lawyer: "With this crimnal justice system,  good luck!"
• Judge: "He was probably the most dangerous individual ever to set foot in this courtroom!"
• Steve : "the truth always comes out."



• Keywords? 

• Type of doc? Who is speaking? 

• About Steven Avery? 

• About people's reaction? 



 PART 2 – Read and Understand!             / 10 points
1- Filmed over a 10-year period, Making a =Murderer* is an unprecedented real-life thriller
about Steven Avery who after he spent 18 years in prison was proved innocent by DNA
testing but then found guilty of another crime, which the scriptwriters, lawyers and now
viewers start to question.  Set in America's heartland, the series takes viewers inside a high-
stakes criminal= case where reputation is everything and things are never as they appear. 

                                                         b. Netflix, 2015                     

2- The filmmakers behind “Making a Murder” cast doubt on the legal
process used to #imprison Avery, and their work has sparked national
interest. Armchair investigators have flooded Twitter and message boards,
and key players in the case have appeared on national news and talk
shows. Most people think Steven should be free  d # . Authorities involved in
the case have called the 10-hour series biased and unreliable. 

                    c. The Associated Press, 2016
  

3- After watching episode one of Making a Murderer, I could not
wait to jump into the next episode. The twist at the end of the first
episode had me scrambling to make time for the next show. This
show really triggered my investigative mind! I was not
disappointed. In fact, I’m wondering if this story can even be true.
No way this Steven Avery is that unlucky. As the civil case is
being built, a horrifying event comes to light. Absolutely
incredible. I’m getting a sick feeling watching this series now.
Truth is stranger than fiction I guess...

a. Shane Mclendon @DFSremora

1- Each paragraph comes from a different source.  1pt
Match each source to the correct paragraph. 

a. 3 Shane Mclendon @DFSremora – b. 1 Netflix, 2015 -  c. 2 The Associated Press, 2016

2-  Find word pairs and place them under the correct entry: 2pts

5 Equivalents : 
Ex. murderer = criminal 
appear come = to light 

filmmakers = scriptwriters 
triggered =  sparked 

cast doubt = question

3 Opposites : Ex. imprison # free / …
truth # fiction     biased # true    innocent # guilty



3- What makes this TV series unique or different from your favourite series?  2pts
…............................................................................................................................................
…............................................................................................................................................
…............................................................................................................................................
…............................................................................................................................................
4- How do you understand the phrase 'armchair investigators' ? Translate in French and 
explain. 2pts
…............................................................................................................................................
…............................................................................................................................................
…............................................................................................................................................
…............................................................................................................................................

5 - Would you like to watch this type of TV series? Why? Why not? (Use 10 key words 
from your lessons) 3pts
…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

6* - What is the impact of this series on the viewers? (Use 10 keywords from the 
documents) 
…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................

…............................................................................................................................................



1- Filmed over a 10-year period, Making aMurderer* is an unprecedented real-life thriller about
Steven Avery who after he spent 18 years in prison was proved innocent by DNA testing but then
found guilty of another crime, which the scriptwriters, lawyers and now viewers start to question.  Set
in America's heartland, the series takes viewers inside a high-stakes criminal* case where reputation is
everything and things are never as they appear. 

 Netflix, 2015.
2- The filmmakers behind “Making a Murder” cast doubt on the legal process 
used to imprison* Avery and Dassey, and their work has sparked national interest.
Armchair investigators have flooded Twitter and message boards, and key players 
in the case have appeared on national news and talk shows.

Most people think Steven should be free  d*.  Authorities involved in the case have 
called the 10-hour series biased and unreliable. 

 The Associated Press, 2016 

3- After watching episode one of Making a Murderer, I could not wait
to jump into the next episode. The twist at the end of the first episode
had me scrambling to make time for the next show. This show really
triggered my investigative mind! I was not disappointed. In fact, I’m
wondering if this story can even be true. No way this Steven Avery is
that unlucky. As the civil case is being built, a horrifying event comes
to light. Absolutely incredible. I’m getting a sick feeling watching this
series now. Truth is stranger than fiction I guess...

Shane Mclendon @DFSremora


